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Route 
of the 
Sió 
Castles

Intro—
duction
During the second half of the 11th century one 
bank of the Sió River was re-conquered by the 
Arabs. As a result of this, castles and churches were 
built to guarantee a continued Christian presence.

As a consequence of this, the Sió River become a 
border for the area and developed a social, cultural 
and economic network. 

Between the 10th and 11th century the Route of 
the Sió of la Segarra Castles followed the course 
of the river and formed the defensive lines of the 
Upper March (marca superior). It offers us a histor-
ical and grand vision of the border castles.

There is a simple path that runs through the dry 
landscapes of the Segarra, ideal for family out-
ings, either by car or on foot or by MTB. Places of 

interest 
to visit
GUISSONA MUSEUM AND 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARK OF THE ANCIENT 
ROMAN CITY OF IESSO

Guissona Museum

973 551 414

museu@guissona.cat - www.museudeguissona.cat

Guided tours in Guissona and its historical ensemble

973 551 414

CERVERA REGIONAL MUSEUM AND 
DURAN I SANPERE HOUSE MUSEUM

Cervera Museum

973 533 917 

reserva@museudecervera.cat

www.museudecervera.cat

Guided tours in cervera and its historical 

ensemble

Cervera Tourism

973 534 442

turisme@cerverapaeria.cat

www.turismecervera.cat

Castles 
which can 
be visited 
from inside
MONTFALCÓ 
MURALLAT
Montfalcó Murallat is one of the best architec-
tural jewels of Lleida. It is a small town from the 
medieval times (11th century). It was built on a 
hill in a strategic position to protect and defend 
during this unsettled period. It is situated high up 
on a hill.

This stunning settlement retains its perimeter 
walls with a dozen stone town houses inside.

Guided tours for groups. Book in advance.

Regional Tourism Office

973 531 300 - www.lasegarra.org
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CONCABELLA 
CASTLE
The earliest parts of the castle dates from the be-
ginning of the 11th century. It was owned by the 
Concabella family who lived there until the end of 
the 15th century. Later, it in the 16th century, it was 
owned by the Erill family who converted this for-
tress into a castle -palace.

Nowadays, the information centre of the Sió 
Castles is located in the castle. This centre offers 
the visitors an extensive understanding of our his-
tory, the feudal expansion over the Al-Andalus, the 
creation of a Christian defensive line and the sur-
vival of the feudal regime up to the present time.

There is a special room in the castle which 
displays a wide range of books and materials 
belonging to Manuel de Pedrolo as well as a 
permanent exhibition of the natural areas of 
Ponent.

Concabella Castle

www.castelldeconcabella.cat

info@castelldeconcabella.cat
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FLOREJACS 
CASTLE
This castle was built in the 11th century by the 
then Lord Arnau Mir de Tost, on top of an existing 
older fortress. Its name comes from loreac (Iberian 
roots) meaning fortified elevation of the flowers. 

The current castle is a unique renaissance manor 
house which still has some medieval structures 
such as the walls of the old castle and a rectangular 
tower.

It hosts a wide collection of historical objects from 
toys to vintage costumes and weapons of the period.

Lleida Castles

973 402 045

www.castellsdelleida.com
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PALLARGUES 
CASTLE
The first recordings of the Castle of Pallargues date 
from the first half of the 11th century. The castle is 
documented as “Espallargues’’. At that time it only 
had a watchtower and a defensive military tower.

The current castle is part of a castle-palace 
which is popular in La Segarra. It has an une-
ven floor due to the different time periods in its 
construction.

Inside you can visit the different rooms such as the 
nobility floor, the dungeons, the ice well and the 
cellar.  

Pallargues Castle

973 520 041

www.castelldepallargues.com
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SITGES CASTLE
The castle of Les Sitges dates from the 11th century. 
It is documented as castrum des siges. Thanks to its 
strategically dominant location, it became a castle 
for Christian and Muslim battles.

The castle keeps its genuine medieval structure 
with a magnificent watchtower (13th century) in 
the centre of the settlement.

The Manor house has many rooms including its 
wine cellar, dungeon, kitchen, medieval bakery and 
stables.

Sitges Castle

973 402 045

www.castellsdelleida.com
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Castles 
which can 
be viewed 
from 
outside
CASTLE VERGÓS GUERREJAT

This castle dates from the beginning of the 12th 
century. The present castle is as a result of the reno-
vation works completed in the 16th century.

CASTLE OF VICFRED

The current castle looks like a magnificent manor 
house rather than a border castle. It was first docu-
mented as “Castum of Bechfreit’’.

MEJANELL TOWER

The old castle dates from the 11th century and has 
retained the round watch tower. The manor house 
was added to the tower using its round walls as part 
of the structure of the house. The tower and the 
manor house are now converted into a rural lodg-
ing house.

ALTA- RIBA CASTLE

This castle has its origins in the 11th century. In 1238, 
the owner of the castle Guillem de Cervera sold it to 
the monastery of Santes Creus. The monastery ruled 
the area until the abolition of lordships in the 19th 
century and the times of confiscation. Currently, only 
part of the old defence tower is preserved, which by 
its structural design dates from before the Gothic 
period.

CASTELLMEIA CASTLE

This castle dates from the 11th century. The old for-
tress was partly renovated in the 16th century and 
converted into a castle-palace which is common in 
this area to the present day.

LES OLUGES CASTLE

Les Oluges is a small village dating from the 11th 
century. It encompassed two villages: the high Oluja 
and the Low Olluja, both crowned by a castle and a 
church. Nowadays the castle is in the Low Oluja, a 
renaissance building which dates from the 16th cen-
tury. A castle cistern dated from the 13th century is 
located underneath the main square which has been 
restored and can be visited.

MONTCORTES CASTLE

The castle was first documented in the 11th centu-
ry but, like other border castles, was restored and 
replaced in the 15th century by the current build-
ing on this site. 

ARANYÓ CASTLE

The present building is the result of a restoration, 
which began in the 16th century and changed the 
appearance of the castle; it became the lord’s resi-
dence. The Pedrolo- Gomar family owned the castle 
of Aranyó, which was the home of the famous cata-
lan writer Manuel de Pedrolo, who was born in this 
castle in 1918. 

MOLI DE RATERA CASTLE

The castle of Ratera dates from the 9th century. 
During the 14th and 15th century it became a 
Gothic farmstead. Later, in the 16th century, a mill 
was incorporated to utilise the water from the near-
by Sió River. The old border castle was converted 
into a military, residential and productive fortress. 

ESTARÀS CASTLE

MALACARA CASTLE

GOSPÍ CASTLE

SANT GUIM DE LA PLANA CASTLE

MALGRAT CASTLE

Sió River
The river Sió rises at Gaver in Alta Segarra. It runs 
across la Segarra, Urgell and la Noguera before 
flowing into the river Segre, a distance of approxi-
mately 71 kilometres. 

On the banks of the river Sió there were many cas-
tles, towers, churches and towns that maintained a 
Christian presence. As a result of this the river Sió 
became a prominent feature of the area supporting 
social, cultural and economic development.
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Route of the Sió Castles
Distance: 41,88 km   ·   Time: 3 h 48 min
Difficulty: average   ·   Elevation gain: 401 m
Starting point: Cervera - 41º40’’38” N / 01º16’09” E

Castles which can be visited from inside

Castles which can be viewed from outside

Historical ensemble

Towers

Castles and towers nearby the Sió river

Museum

Information

Route of the Doll Castles
Distance: 24,5 km   ·   Time: 2 h 05min
Difficulty: average   ·   Elevation gain: 249 m
Starting point: Guissona - 41º47’11” N / 1º17’19” E


